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True or False?
1) The Gulf Of Mexico is the largest gulf in
the world.
T
F
2) A group of seahorses is called a herd.
T
F
3) A redfish is easily identified by the large
stripe on its tail.
T
F
4) A mahi-mahi is a dolphin.
T
F
5) A male swordfish grows larger than the
female.
T
F
6) Tiger sharks will eat anything.
T
F
7) The manta ray has the largest brain to
body ration of all sharks and rays on
Earth.
T
F
8) The black marlin is the largest of the bill
fish.
T
F
9) The tarpon is called the ‘golden king’.
T
F
10) If you encounter a barracuda while
diving, flash your knife at it to scare it away.
T
F

True or False Answers
1)
2)
3)
4)

True—around 615,000 miles of water!
True—another fact: seahorses can move one eye at a time.
False—a redfish has a large spot on its tail.
False— although the mahi mahi is called the dolphin fish, it is
NOT a dolphin!
5) False— The female swordfish grows larger than the male—nearly all
specimens over 330 lbs, are female.
6) True—known as the garbage can of the sea, they eat everything from
fish to squid to trash—even tires & license plates!
7) True— they can also grow up to 25 feet in length.
8) False—The blue marlin is the largest. They are among the fastest fish
in the ocean and use their spears to slash through schools of fish.
9) False—The tarpon is called the silver king because of its large shiny
silver skin.
10) False– NEVER DO THIS! Barracuda attack shiny flashing objects
that look like they small fish they like!

Bottle Nose Dolphin

Score:
0-3 correct: you must have learned your ocean facts from
watching Spongebob Squarepants!
4-7 correct: good job, but stay in fish school.
8-10 correct: AWESOME—you should become a lifetime
CCA member!
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